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DESCRIPTION

[0001] The invention relates to a method and a device 
for storing and retrieving or shifting containers in high- 
bay warehouses of a transshipment facility, in particular 
of a seaport or inland port, wherein the containers are 
transported as well as stored and retrieved or shifted by 
stacking cranes that can move in alleys that extend 
parallel to shelves of the high-bay warehouses arranged in 
storage modules over multiple stories.

[0002] Known from EP 1 272 414 Bl is a transshipment 
facility in a seaport and inland port in particular for 
standard containers, such as 20 TEU or 40 FEU containers, 
with a container storage provided along a dock comprised of 
individual row-type storage modules, and at least one 
loading system that interacts with the storage modules for 
handling loads from and to a docked ship. The loading 
system for handling loads is equipped with at least one 
mobile harbor crane. Its load boom reaches into the area of 
at least one transfer location, which is provided inside of 
the container storage comprised of a number of storage 
modules with a number of container rows depending on the 
module width, and forms an interface between the mobile 
harbor crane and the storage modules of the container 
storage .

[0003] A container placed on the transfer location by 
the pivotable boom of the mobile harbor crane is gripped by 
a stacking crane, which takes over the horizontal transport 
and stacking of the containers. The stacking crane is 
designed as an elevated overhead crane with a trolley, and 
spans a storage module, for example one that is nine 
containers wide and three to four containers high, of the 
container storage running transverse to the port. The 
storage modules are interlinked by at least two transverse 
transporters, which can move on track railways that run 
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transverse to the individual storage modules in different 
horizontal planes, and act independently of each other. The 
containers are stacked one on top the other in the shelves 
of the storage modules of the container storage, which 
prevents a flexible storage and retrieval.

[0004] Known from DE 10 2008 007 860 Al is to 
individually store or retrieve any number of containers 
stacked one above or next to the other in shelves, and 
thereby enable container handling in any sequence. Because 
only limited areas are available at port terminals and in 
an effort to avoid expansion thereof, portal cranes are 
used for this purpose, which permit a narrower storage of 
containers than floor stackers or stacking cranes that can 
move in the alleys. The containers here become individually 
accessible, and with a bit of air are introduced one over 
the other into the shelves, which are equipped with guide 
rails in the direction of the shelf depth at both 
longitudinal sides, corresponding to the width of the 
containers introduced into the shelf with their end faces. 
The overhead crane that can travel over the alleys carries 
a container receptacle that can be lifted and lowered with 
ropes, which is arranged on a transfer bridge equipped with 
running rails and at its ends has container grippers that 
can be motorically or hydraulically vertically adjusted and 
locked with corner attachment points of the containers, 
wherein the containers can be placed on crossbeams arranged 
in the rack or shelf or picked up from there. In order to 
store and retrieve the containers, the container receptacle 
is traversed in alternating directions by driven track 
rollers on the guide rails of the shelves in their 
longitudinal direction over the entire shelf depth. For 
purposes of adjustment to different container lengths, the 
container receptacle has adjustable-length supporting 
spars, on which the container grippers are provided. 
Document US 3993 202 proposes that two shelf frames be 
situated at a distance that somewhat exceeds the 
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standardized width of containers of variable length. The 
crane moves in the space between the shelves, and consists 
of two units, of which each has a tower, a motor-driven 
wagon for the tower, and a motor, which moves the elevator 
up and down.

[0005] The object of the invention is to provide a 
method and a device with which the use of transport means 
in generic high-bay warehouses can be reduced, and each 
individual container can further be accessed given a narrow 
construction of the high-bay warehouse, even with floor 
stackers .

[0006] This object is achieved according to the 
invention by a method according to claim 1.

[0007] One major advantage yielded by this method for 
storing and retrieving containers is that the longitudinal 
side storage and retrieval in tandem with the batchwise 
extension and retraction of the telescoping receptacles 
with the attached containers enables an extremely space
saving construction of the high-bay warehouse at the 
smallest possible width dimensions for the traversing 
alleys. This is because the latter need only be slightly 
wider than the width of the containers, so that an adequate 
lateral intermediate space ensures a reliable travel past 
the storage modules with the shelves. For this reason, the 
stacking cranes can have a compact construction, and 
require no projecting boom or gripper arms that occupy 
extra space for purposes of storing and retrieving or 
stacking or shifting. The widest contour of the stacking 
crane largely corresponds to the container width, and 
accommodates the retracted telescoping receptacles complete 
with attached containers without any overlap. Already 
during the insertion handling motion, the telescoping 
receptacles move into the shelf together with the container 
during the telescoping process, as horizontal displacement 
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continues until the final storage position has been 
reached.

[0008] The method is advantageously characterized by a 
storing process in which:

- the containers are provided at the insertion end of 
the high-bay warehouse, with their longitudinal axis 
extending parallel to the high-bay warehouse on one 
side next to the traversing alleys,

- the stacking crane that can move in the alley is then 
moved until in front of the container to be received, 
and in a suspended position accepts a container that 
is locked via its attachment points, for which 
purpose, in a handling motion orthogonal to the 
traversing alley, telescoping receptacles equipped 
with locking means are moved out of the stacking crane 
until over the container attachment points, and 
lowered for locking,

- after locking, the telescoping receptacles with the 
attached container are lifted and, in an opposite 
handling motion, moved back into the stacking crane 
until the container assumes a suspended position or 
transport position in the stacking crane that aligns 
in the plane with the traversing alley,

- the stacking crane is then moved in the traversing 
alley in front of a shelf to be occupied, and the 
telescoping receptacles, which are preferably arranged 
on a lift bridge, are vertically lifted when the shelf 
is located at a higher floor,

the container prepositioned in this way is introduced 
into the shelf by a handling motion of the telescoping 
receptacles orthogonal to the traversing alley,
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- as a consequence, the container with its container 
corner areas is placed on the corner point supports 
arranged on the vertical posts of the storage modules 
bordering the shelves, and

- after the container has been unlocked, the telescoping 
receptacles are lifted and moved back into their 
retracted starting position.

[0009] During retrieval or shifting, i.e., while 
changing the storage space within a storage module or in 
another traversing alley, e.g., for optimizing throughput 
of a container, wherein the telescoping receptacles are 
moved out of the stacking crane and into their receiving 
position in the shelf, the fully automated handling and 
traversing as well as locking movements return back to the 
storage process described above.

[0010] A device according to the invention, in 
particular one for implementing the method, provides that 
the high-bay warehouse for longitudinal side container 
storage consist of however many multistory storage modules, 
which have several shelves over their height and a depth 
corresponding to the container width, and are directed in 
the longitudinal direction along an alley side and 
sequentially following each other in the width direction, 
each separated by an alley, and have stacking cranes that 
can move back and forth in the shelf alleys, and are 
designed for receiving a container with telescoping 
receptacles that can be inserted and retracted as well as 
lifted and lowered orthogonal to the traversing alley. The 
containers provided for storage in the shelves of the 
storage modules are made available on an end face of the 
high-bay warehouse next to the traversing alleys by 
transport vehicles and/or interspersed transfer means, 
e.g., sliding tables, which convey the containers after
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deposited by the transport vehicle in the access area of 
the stacking crane, where they are taken by the stacking 
cranes, and with their narrow end faces are transported to 
a shelf facing in the alley direction.

[0011] The containers provided for purposes of retrieval 
from a shelf are moved out of the shelf with their 
longitudinal sides leading by the stacking crane until into 
the contour of the stacking crane, and then transported 
with their narrow end face pointing in the direction of the 
alley to the end face of the high-bay warehouse lying 
opposite the storage side, where they are made available 
for removal. Let it here be noted that the material flow 
has all degrees of freedom, and a static allocation of end 
faces is not stipulated, so that storage and retrieval 
processes alike can take place from both end faces of the 
high-bay warehouse.

[0012] The containers moved horizontally out of the 
contour of the stacking crane and into the shelf in the 
storage process with their longitudinal sides leading are 
there placed with their floor-side corner areas onto corner 
point supports provided on the shelves for this purpose by 
the stacking crane via a lifting motion.

[0013] The stacking cranes, which preferably can enter 
into the alleys from both end faces of the high-bay 
warehouse, allow any kind of access to each individual 
container stored in the shelves of the multistory storage 
modules .

[0014] In an embodiment of the invention, the floor or 
alley-bound stacking crane has a frame that consists of 
vertical stands connected by head and base rails, and has a 
height corresponding to the multistory high-bay warehouse.
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[0015] In order to move the stacking crane, the base 
rails advantageously integrate a drive via a wheel/rail 
connection that is conventional for stacking cranes.

[0016] A preferred embodiment of the invention provides 
that a hoisting device runs in guides of the vertical 
stands, and consists of side stands that upwardly expand in 
a fork- or Y-like manner, and longitudinal beams that join 
the latter together into a frame at the two respective 
opposing fork ends and run parallel spaced apart from each 
other, wherein parallel running struts spaced apart from 
each other are provided under the longitudinal beams for 
stiffening the hoisting device, and each extend from the 
base end of the one side stand to the base end of the other 
side stand. The hoisting device designed in this way, which 
can also be referred to as a lift bridge due to its 
construction that connects the two side stands, itself 
always remains in the axis of the stacking crane in all 
required handling movements.

[0017] According to the invention, a rope mechanism 
comprised of a rope, a rope drum, pulleys, a hoist motor 
and a hoist drive is provided for lifting or lowering the 
hoisting device or lift bridge, which can be used to 
precisely position the hoisting device or lift bridge 
relative to a shelf in an exactly horizontal location at 
each height within the stacking crane.

[0018] The length of the hoisting device or lift bridge 
for receiving a container is here configured based on the 
largest arising container length, and the symmetrical 
expansion of the fork- or Y-like side stands is configured 
based on the standardized container width, so that the 
largest outer contour of the hoisting device or lift bridge 
can be congruent to the outer contour of the container. The 
high-bay warehouse can thus contain storage space for 
containers with different lengths and heights, which are 
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transported and handled by the stacking crane. For example, 
the containers can be standard containers corresponding to 
DIN-ISO-668 dimensions and ISO-6346 types.

[0019] Another embodiment of the invention provides that 
two stationary telescoping receptacles spaced apart from 
each other based on the smallest container length and two 
additional stationary telescoping receptacles spaced apart 
from each other based on the largest container length be 
arranged on the longitudinal beams of the hoisting device 
or lift bridge, bridging their free distance.

[0020] A standardized 20-foot container TEU (twenty-foot 
equivalent unit) is here stored and retrieved using the two 
inner telescoping receptacles spaced the smallest length 
apart, while a standardized 40-foot container FEU (forty
foot equivalent unit) is stored and retrieved using the two 
outer telescoping receptacles spaced the largest length 
apart, wherein the two inner telescoping receptacles are 
vertically offset relative to the outer telescoping 
receptacles .

[0021] It is provided that the facing interior sides of 
the longitudinal beams have arranged on them linear guides, 
into which two telescoping receptacles can move, and be 
positioned based on the length of the respective container 
by being moved toward or away from each other. As a 
consequence, only two telescoping receptacles can be used 
to store and retrieve or shift both 20-foot containers and 
40-foot containers or containers with other dimensions, to 
which end the movable telescoping receptacles in one 
proposal of the invention roll off into the linear guides 
of the longitudinal beams with rollers arranged high up on 
their base housing in pedestals or trestles.

[0022] The invention here further provides that two 
respective double rollers be provided for each linear guide 
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on the sides of the base housing of the telescoping 
receptacles. The resultant mount totaling eight rollers 
permits a reliable and distortion-free motion sequence for 
the telescoping receptacles within the linear guides.

[0023] One advantageous configuration of the invention 
provides that both the base housing of the stationary 
telescoping receptacles and the base housing of the movable 
telescoping receptacles accommodate retractable and 
extendable telescoping drawers, wherein an outer 
telescoping drawer runs with bilateral exterior guide 
profiles on track rollers of the base housing, and an inner 
telescoping drawer runs with bilaterally arranged track 
rollers in interior guide profiles of the outer telescoping 
drawer .

[0024] The telescoping drawers integrated into the base 
housing in this way, which preferably can be moved via 
rack-and-pinion drives, permit a compact construction for 
the telescoping receptacles, so that neither the base 
housing nor the telescoping drawers that are completely 
retracted in the home position protrude over the width of 
the hoisting device or lift bridge.

[0025] Viewed in the direction of where the container is 
stored on the longitudinal side, the telescoping drawers 
further have a front locking means arranged on the inner 
telescoping drawer and a rear locking means arranged on the 
outer telescoping drawer. The locking means can here be 
configured as so-called twist-lock bolts, which are 
standardized, and latch into complementary openings on the 
upper container side.

[0026] It can further be provided that a platform 
construction fastened to the vertical stand and base rail 
be arranged on the narrow side of a vertical stand of the 
stacking crane for receiving supplies for the hoisting
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device, the drive of the stacking crane and the movable 
telescoping receptacles. The platform construction serves 
as a platform, e.g., for control and electric cabinets, 
rope drums, hoist motors and hoist gears, as well as brakes 
and brake resistors, wherein the width of the platform 
construction is roughly identical to the width of the 
hoisting device or stacking crane.

[0027] Additional features and details of the invention 
can be derived from the claims and following description of 
exemplary embodiments of the invention illustrated on the 
drawings. Shown on:

Fig. 1 is a perspective, simplified overall view of a 
multistory high-bay warehouse with floor-bound, 
movable stacking cranes in shelf alleys;

Fig. 2 is a perspective overall view of a stacking 
crane as a single part;

Fig. 3 as a single part of the high-bay warehouse on 
Fig. 1, is a perspective partial view of a 
stacking crane standing in front of a shelf of a 
storage module, with telescoping receptacles 
extended until into the shelf for storing a 
container;

Fig. 4 as a single part of the stacking crane on Fig.
3, is a perspective partial view of its lift 
bridge, with an extended container attached to 
the telescoping receptacles;

Fig. 5 as a single part as before on Figs. 4 and 5, is 
a perspective view of the lift bridge of the 
stacking crane, here in contrast to Fig. 4 with 
a container having a smaller length dimension 
that is attached to the telescoping receptacles
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and accommodated in a locked state, to which end 
the telescoping receptacles were moved toward 
each other in linear guides of the longitudinal 
beams of the lift bridge;

Fig. 6 as before on Figs. 4 and 5, is a perspective 
view of a lift bridge, contrastingly with 
telescoping receptacles, which have a length 
dimension corresponding to the smallest
container and the largest container, are fixedly 
secured to the lift bridge longitudinal beams, 
and from the very outset are arranged in such a 
way that they can be locked with the attachment 
points of the containers;

Fig. 7 is a perspective overall view of a telescoping 
receptacle as a single part in its starting 
position with retracted telescoping drawers; and

Fig. 8 is the telescoping receptacle on Fig. 7 with 
extended telescoping drawers.

[0028] Schematically shown on Fig. 1 is a high-bay 
warehouse 1, which consists of rowed storage modules 2 of 
multistory shelves 3 for storing and retrieving containers 
4, wherein the shelves 3 are configured with corner point 
supports 5 for receiving the containers 4 (see Fig. 3).

[0029] Formed between the storage modules 2 are 
traversing alleys 6, which extend over the entire length of 
the high-bay warehouse 1, and in which stacking cranes 7 
can move back and forth, wherein the stacking cranes 7 can 
drive into the traversing alleys 6 from both end faces 8, 9 
of the high-bay warehouse 1.

[0030] At the front end face 8 and/or optionally the 
rear end face of the high-bay warehouse 1, the containers 4 
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are made available on one side next to the traversing alley 
6 by transport vehicles 10 and, if necessary, interspersed 
transfer means (not shown), e.g., slide tables, which with 
their longitudinal axis extend parallel to the high-bay 
warehouse 1. The containers 4 are there taken by the 
stacking cranes 7 in a suspended position and transported 
via the traversing alleys 6 to a shelf 3 of a storage 
module 2, in which they are stored with their longitudinal 
side 11 toward the front. In contrast to the exemplary 
embodiment and depending on the actual integration of the 
high-bay warehouse in a container terminal, the storage and 
retrieval points can be located on the longitudinal sides 
of the high-bay warehouse, for example.

[0031] A container 4 removed from a shelf 3 by means of 
a stacking crane 7 for retrieval purposes is transported 
via the traversing alleys 6 to the rear end face 9 of the 
high-bay warehouse 1, and there deposited to be taken for 
continued transport.

[0032] The stacking crane 7 shown as a single part on 
Fig. 2 has a frame 15 that consists of vertical stands 12 
connected by head and base rails 13, 14, and has a height 
corresponding to the multistory storage modules 2.

[0033] The stacking crane 7 can be moved via a rack-and- 
pinion drive 16, wherein a driven gear 17 is integrated 
into the end area 18 of the base rail 14, and the 
intermeshing gear 19 is arranged in the floor 20 of the 
traversing alley 6, as denoted on Fig. 3.

[0034] The vertical stands 12 are designed with guides 
21, in which runs a lift bridge 22 of a hoisting device 23 
consisting of side stands 24 that upwardly expand in a 
fork- or Y-like manner, and longitudinal beams 27, 28 that 
join the latter together into a frame at the two respective 
opposing fork ends 25, 26, and run parallel spaced apart 
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from each other. Parallel running base struts 29, 30 spaced 
apart from each other that bridge the side stands 24 are 
provided at their lower end to stiffen the hoisting device 
23 (see Figs. 4, 5 and 6).

[0035] Provided for lifting or lowering the lift bridge 
22 according to the double arrow 31 is a rope pull device, 
of which only the winch drum 32 and the pulleys 33 arranged 
on the head rail 13 of the stacking crane 7 are shown.

[0036] The length of the lift bridge 22 or hoisting 
device 23 is configured for receiving the container 4 that 
has the largest arising container length, e.g., of 40 FEU 
(forty-foot equivalent unit). However, the hoisting device 
23 must also be able to grasp and transport containers 34 
that have the smallest arising container length of 20 TEU 
(twenty-foot equivalent unit), for example (see Figs. 5 and 
6) .

[0037] As shown on Fig. 6, the longitudinal beams 27 and 
28 of the lift bridge 22 are thus provided with two 
stationary inner telescoping receptacles 35, 36 for 
receiving the shorter container 34 and two outer 
telescoping receptacles 37, 38 spaced correspondingly 
farther apart for receiving the longer container 4. The 
stationary telescoping receptacles 35 to 38 are secured 
with their base housings 39 to the undersides of the 
longitudinal beams 27 and 28, with the inner ones 
vertically offset relative to the outer ones.

[0038] According to another embodiment shown on Fig. 5, 
only two telescoping receptacles 40, 41 are provided, which 
can be moved in linear guides 42 of the longitudinal beams 
27 and 28, and can thus also be positioned corresponding to 
the length of the container 34 or the container 4 by a 
movement toward or away from each other (double arrow 43)
(see Figs. 2, 3 and 4). The movable telescoping receptacles
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40, 41 are held in the linear guides 42 of the longitudinal 
beams 27 and 28 by double rollers 46 arranged on their base 
housing 44 in pedestals or trestles 45 (see Fig. 7) .

[0039] Both the base housing 39 of the stationary 
telescoping receptacles 35 to 38 and the base housing 44 of 
the movable telescoping receptacles 40, 41 receive an outer 
telescoping drawer 47 and an inner telescoping drawer 48, 
wherein the outer telescoping drawer 47 runs with bilateral 
exterior guide profiles 49 on track rollers 50 of the base 
housing 39 or 44, and the inner telescoping drawer 48 runs 
with bilaterally arranged track rollers 51 in interior 
guide profiles 52 of the outer telescoping drawer 47 (see 
Figs . 7 and 8) .

[0040] The outer and inner telescoping drawer 47, 48 is 
retracted and extended by respective rack-and-pinion drives 
53, 54. In the rack-and-pinion drive 53 for the outer 
telescoping drawer 47, a rack 55 is provided between the 
outer guide profiles 49, while a pinion 56 that intermeshes 
with the rack 55 is arranged on the upper side of the base 
housing 39 and 44. A rack 57 is provided on the telescoping 
drawer 48 itself In the rack-and-pinion drive 54 of the 
inner telescoping drawer 48, while a pinion 58 that 
intermeshes with the rack 57 is arranged between the outer 
guide profiles 49 of the outer telescoping drawer 47.

[0041] For purposes of locking with the containers 4, 
34, the telescoping drawers 47, 48 are each configured on 
their undersides with so-called twist-lock bolts 59, 60.

[0042] The stacking crane 7 is further designed with a 
platform construction 61 arranged on the vertical stand 12 
and the end area 18 of the base rail 14. The platform 
construction 61 receives the equipment necessary for the 
hoisting device 23, the drive 16 of the stacking crane 7 
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and the actuation of the telescoping receptacles 35 to 38 
and 4 0, 41 .

[0043] A process for storing a container 4 in the high- 
bay warehouse 1 will be described below based on Fig. 1 to 
Fig. 4.

[0044] With outer and inner telescoping drawers 47, 48 
completely retracted, the stacking crane 7 is moved in the 
alley 6 via its rack-and-pinion drive 16 as far as the 
front end face 8 of the high-bay warehouse 1, so as to 
there receive a container 4 made available on one side next 
to the alley 6 with its longitudinal axis extending 
parallel to the high-bay warehouse 1. To this end, the 
telescoping receptacles 40, 41 are moved by their double 
rollers 46 in the linear guides 42 based on the length of 
the container 4 to be received, after which the outer and 
inner telescoping drawers 47, 48 are moved out over the 
container 4 by means of their rack-and-pinion drive 53, 54 
and lowered over the container attachment points. The front 
and rear twist-lock bolts 59, 60 now lock the container 
with the outer and inner telescoping drawer 47, 48.

[0045] After locking is complete, the outer and inner 
telescoping drawers 47, 48 with the attached containers 4 
are lifted in a free lift by the lift bridge 22 and moved 
back into the stacking crane 7 or under the lift bridge 22 
by the rack-and-pinion drive 53, 54, until the container 4 
assumes a hanging position or transport position in the 
stacking crane 7 that aligns with the alley 6 in the plane.

[0046] The stacking crane 7 is thereupon moved in the 
alley 6 by its rack-and-pinion drive 16 in front of a shelf 
3 of a storage module 2 to be occupied, and the lift bridge 
22 with the attached container 4 is positioned for a 
horizontal, telescoping handling operation. The container 4 
can now be telescoped into the shelf 3 with its
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longitudinal side 11 leading by moving out the outer and 
inner telescoping drawer 47, 48, and placed there by
lowering the lift bridge 22 onto the corner point supports 
5 .

[0047] After the container 4 has been unlocked by 
unlatching the twist-lock bolts 59, 60, the outer and inner 
telescoping drawers 47, 48 are lifted and moved by the
rack-and-pinion drive 53, 54 back into their retracted
initial position under the lift bridge 22, so that the 
stacking crane 7 is ready for a new storage or retrieval 
process .

[0048] While retrieving a container 4, 34 from a shelf 3 
of a storage module 2 by means of the stacking crane 7, 
wherein the container 4, 34 is then brought to the rear end 
face 9 of the high-bay warehouse 1, the fully automatically 
controlled traveling, lifting and telescoping, and locking 
motions revert back to the storage process described above.

Reference List:

[0049]

1 High-bay warehouse
2 Storage module
3 Shelf
4 Container (40 FEU)
5 Corner point support
6 Traversing alley
7 Stacking crane
8 Front end face
9 Rear end face
10 Transport vehicle
11 Longitudinal side
12 Vertical stand
13 Head rail
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
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Base rail
Frame
Rack-and-pinion drive
Pinion
End area
Rack
Floor
Guide
Lift bridge
Hoisting device
Side stand
Fork end
Fork end
Longitudinal beam 
Longitudinal beam 
Base struts
Base struts
Double arrow
Winch drum
Pulley
Container (20 TEU)
Telescoping receptacle 
Telescoping receptacle 
Telescoping receptacle 
Telescoping receptacle 
Base housing
Telescoping receptacle 
Telescoping receptacle 
Linear guide 
Double arrow 
Base housing 
Pedestal or trestle 
Double roller
Outer telescoping drawer 
Inner telescoping drawer 
Outer guide profile 
Track roller
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
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Track roller
Inner guide profile
Rack-and-pinion drive
Rack-and-pinion drive
Rack
Pinion
Rack
Pinion
Twist-lock bolt
Twist-lock bolt
Platform construction
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PATENTKRAV

1. En fremgangsmåde til lagring og udtagning eller overførsel af containere (4, 34) i 

højlagre (1) af et omladningsanlæg fortrinsvis i en havneby eller indenrigshavn, hvor 

containerne (4, 34) transporteres såvel som stables og nedstables eller overføres ved 

hjælp af stablekraner (7), der kan bevæges i smøge (6) forløbende parallelt med man- 

geetagehylder (3) af højlageret (1) arrangeret i lagermoduler (2), kendetegnet ved, at 

lineære ledere (42) er tilvejebragt på yderbeklædningen af de indre sider af langsgåen

de bjælker (27, 28), som indbefatter to teleskopiske beholdere (40, 41), og løftbare og 

sænkelige teleskopiske beholdere (35-38, 40, 41) af stablekranerne (7) anvender deres 

forreste langsgående sider (11) til at gribe containerne (4, 34) fra en transportstilling, 

som fortrinsvis ikke går udover den kontinuerlige ydre kontur af stablekranen (7) og 

lagre dem i hylderne (3) på teleskopisk måde, eller til at udtage dem fra sidstnævnte 

og teleskopere dem tilbage ind i transportstillingen i stablekranen (7),

hvor de to teleskopiske beholdere (40, 41) kan bevæges ind i de lineære ledere og po

sitioneres ved bevægelse frem og tilbage og bort fra hinanden i henhold til længden af 

de respektive containere (4, 34).

2. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at de teleskopiske beholdere (35- 

38, 40, 41) modtager de hængende containere (3, 34) til lagring eller udtagelse.

3. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1 eller 2, kendetegnet ved, at containerne (3, 34) 

lagres i hylderne (3) kun understøttet i deres hjørner.

4. Fremgangsmåden ifølge ethvert af kravene 1-3, kendetegnet ved en lagringsproces 

af den slags, at

- ved indføringsenden (8) af højlageret (1) er containerne (4, 34) ved en side 

ved siden af smøgen (6) placeret med deres langsgående akser forløbende 

parallelt med højlageret (1), at

- en stablekran (7), der kan bevæges ind i smøgen (6) bevæges derefter foran 

containerne (4, 34) til at blive udtaget, og i en hængende stilling udtages en 

container (4, 34) låst over dens fastgørelsespunkt, til hvilken ende en håndte

ringsbevægelse vinkelret på smøgen (6) udføres for at forlænge teleskopiske 
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beholdere (35-38, 40, 41) udstyret med låseorganer (59, 60) ud af stablekra- 

nen (7) indtil over containerfastgørelsespunktet og sænke den via sidstnævn

te, at

- efter låsetrinet løftes og bevæges tilbage de teleskopiske beholdere (35-38, 

40, 41) med de fastgjorte containere (4, 34) in i stablekranen (7) ved en mod

sat håndteringsbevægelse, indtil containerne (4, 34) indtager en hængende 

stilling eller transportstilling i stablekraven (7), som i samme plan flugter 

med smøgen (6), at

- stablekranen (7) derefter bevæges i smøgen (6) foran en hylde (3) for at 

blive optaget, og de teleskopiske beholdere (35-38, 40, 41), der fortrinsvis er 

arrangeret i en løftebro (22), løftes lodret, når hylden (3) er placeret i en 

højere hylde, at

- containeren (4, 34) propositioneret på denne måde indføres i hylden (3) 

vinkelret på smøgen (6) ved en håndteringsbevægelse af de teleskopiske be

holdere (35-38, 40, 41), at

- som en følgevirkning placeres containeren (4, 34) med dens containerhjør

ner på hjørnestøtter (5) arrangeret ved lodrette stolper af lagermodulerne (2) 

grænsende op til hylderne (3), at

- efter containerne (4, 34) er blevet låst op, løftes og bevæges de teleskopi

ske beholdere (35-38, 40, 41) tilbage til deres tilbagetrukne udgangsstilling.

5. Et apparat til lagring og udtagning eller overførsel af containere (4, 34) i højlagre 

(1) af et omladningsanlæg fortrinsvis i en havneby eller indenrigshavn, hvor contai

nerne (4, 34) transporteres såvel som stables og nedstables eller overføres ved hjælp af 

stablekraner (7), der kan bevæges i smøge (6) forløbende parallelt med mangeetage- 

hylder (3) af højlageret (1) arrangeret i lagermoduler (2), fortrinsvis for at udføre 

fremgangsmåden, hvor

højlageret (1) til lagring af containerne (4, 34) på den langsgående side består af et

hvert ønsket antal af mangeetagers lagermoduler (2), der er arrangeret på række i en 

langsgående retning langs med en smøgside og efter hinanden i bredderetningen ad

skilt af en respektiv smøge (6), og som har adskille lodret arrangerede hylder (3), og 

med en dybde svarende til containerbredden, og af stablekraner (7) der kan bevæge sig 

frem og tilbage i smøgerne (6), der er indrettet til at modtage en container (4, 34) med 
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teleskopiske beholdere (35-38, 40, 41), der kan trækkes tilbage og forlænges samt 

løftes og sænkes vinkelret på smøgen (6),

kendetegnet ved, at

lineære ledere (42) er udformet på beklædningens indvendige sider af de langsgående 

bjælker (27, 28), hvorpå to teleskopiske beholdere (40, 41) kan bevæges og positione

res ved en bevægelse imod og væk fra hinanden i henhold til længden af de respektive 

containere (4, 34).

6. Apparatet ifølge krav 5, kendetegnet ved, at den gulvunderstøttede stablekran (7) 

har en ramme (15), der er omfattet af lodrette stativer (12) forbundet med hoved- og 

basisskinner (13, 14), og som har en højde svarende til det mangeetagers højlager (1).

7. Apparatet ifølge krav 5 eller 6, kendetegnet ved, at basisskinneme (14) integrerer 

et drev (16) for bevægelse af den gulvunderstøttede stablekran (7).

8. Apparatet ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-7, kendetegnet ved, at et hejseværk (23) løber 

i styr (21) af de lodrette stativer (12), og består af sidestativer (24), der opadtil udvider 

sig på gaffel- eller Y-lignende måde og langsgående bjælker (27, 28) der forbinder 

sidstnævnte sammen i en ramme ved de to respektive modstående gaffelender (25, 26) 

og forløber parallelt adskilt fra hinanden, hvor parallelt forløbende indbyrdes adskilte 

stivere (29, 30) er tilvejebragt under de langsgående bjælker (27, 28) for at afstive 

hejseværket (23), og som hver forløber fra basisenden af det ene sidestativ (24) til 

basisenden af det andet sidestativ (24).

9. Apparatet ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-8, kendetegnet ved, at hejseværket (23) løftes 

eller sænkes med en tovmekanisme omfattende et tov, en tovtromle (32), taljeblokke 

(33), en hejsemotor og et hejsedrev.

10. Apparatet ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-9, kendetegnet ved, at længden af hejsevær

ket (23) er konfigureret til at modtage en container (4, 34) baseret på den størst fore

kommende containerlængde, og den symmetriske udvidelse af sidestativerne er konfi

gureret på basis af en standardiseret containerbredde således, at den største yderkontur 

af hejseværket (23) er i overensstemmelse med yderkonturen af containerne (4, 34).
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11. Apparate! ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-10, kendetegnet ved, at to stationære tele

skopiske beholdere (35, 36) adskilt fra hinanden baseret på den mindste container

længde og to ekstra stationære teleskopiske beholdere (37, 38) adskilt fra hinanden 

baseret på den største containerlængde er arrangeret på de langsgående bjælker (27, 

28) af hejseværket (23), forbindende deres frie afstand.

12. Apparate! ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-11, kendetegnet ved, at basishuset (39) af de 

stationære beholdere (35-38) er fastgjort til undersiderne af de langsgående bjælker 

(27, 28).

13. Apparate! ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-12, kendetegnet ved, at rullerne (46) af de 

bevægelige teleskopiske beholdere (40, 41) arrangeret højt oppe på basishuset (44) i 

piedestaler eller bukke (45) ruller af ind i de lineære ledere (42) af de langsgående 

bjælker (27, 28)

14. Apparate! ifølge krav 13, kendetegnet ved, at to respektive dobbeltruller (46) er 

tilvejebragt for hver lineær leder (42) på siderne af basishuset (44).

15. Apparate! ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-14, kendetegnet ved, at både basishuset (39) 

af de stationære teleskopiske beholdere (35-38) og basishuset (44) af de bevægelige 

teleskopiske beholdere (40, 41) modtager tilbagetrækkelige og udtrækkelige styrepro

filer (49) på sporruller (50) af basishuset (39, 44), og en indvendig teleskopisk skuffe 

(48) løber på bilateralt arrangerede sporruller (51) i indvendige styreprofiler (52) af 

den ydre teleskopiske skuffe (47).

16. Apparate! ifølge krav 15, kendetegnet ved, at tandstang og tanddrev (53, 54) er 

tilvejebragt til bevægelse af de teleskopiske skuffer (47, 48).

17. Apparate! ifølge ethvert af kravene 5-16, kendetegnet ved, at set i retning af hver 

containerne (4, 34) er lagrede på den langsgående side har de teleskopiske skuffer (47, 

48) forsidelukkeorganer (59, 60) arrangeret på den indvendige teleskopiske skuffe 

(48) og bagsidelukkeorganer arrangeret på den udvendige teleskopiske skuffe (47).
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